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Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaße auf Gruppen und verwandten Strukturen

23.10. bis 29.10.1994

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Herren H. Heyer (Tübingen) und A. !vlukherjea
(Tampa) statt.

Von den 44 Teilnehmern aus 10 europäischen Ländern, Australien, Indien, Japan.
Tunesien und den USA wurden insgesamt 42 Vorträge gehalten. Dabei kamen vielfältige
wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretische Fragestellungen auf algebraisch- topologisch-geometri
sehen Strukturen wie Gruppen, Hypergruppen, Halbgruppen~Banachräumen und ~äu

men zur Sprache. So wurden z.B. neue Grenzwertsätze und Eigenschaften unen41ich
teilbarer Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaße vorgestellt, man diskutierte Momentenprobleme, Fra
gen über Irrfahrten und stabile Prozesse. Eigenes Gewicht erhielt die nichtkommuta:tive
Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie. Schließlich ergaben sich neue Ansätze für die Anwendung
der strukturellen Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie in der statistischen Modellbildung 'und
-analyse.

Am Anfang des täglichen Programms stand jeweils ein einstündiger Hauptvortrag.
Hierbei handelte es sich um Übersichtsvorträge zu den folgenden Themen: Zentrale
Grenzwertsätze auf lokalkompakten abelschen Gruppen; Hypergruppen und Darstel
lungstheorie von Liegruppen; Faltungshalbgruppen in der Quantenstochastik; neu~ Er
gebnisse bei Momentenproblemen; Darstellungen und Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie.

Neben den übrigen zwanzigminütigen Vorträgen gab es noch Abendsitzungen über
spezielle Aspekte der Theorie der Hypergruppen bzw. Pseudodifferentialoperatoren mi t
negativ definiten Symbolen.

Die strukturelle Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie erfährt weiterhin bemerkenswerte Im
pulse von verschiedenen Teilgebieten der Mathematik, weist aber auch ihrerseits in
Richtungen praktischer Forschung in Nachbargebieten wie et\va der mathematische~
Physik. Reger Austausch von Ideen und starke Publikationstätigkeit halten an.
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,.. Abstracts:

O.E. BARNDORFF-NIELSEN:
On the roJe of continuouse groups in statistics

.A. brief survey was given of some main aspects of the use of continuous groups in
statistics.

The concept of transformation models was diseribed and exemplified, with foeus on
exponential transformation models.

Furthermore. the relation to the conditionality principle and the p. -fonnula for the
conditional distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator was indicated.

eh. BERG:
Recent results about moment problems

In the talk we gave a survey of recent results concerning the moment problem on
lRd and in particular about the Hamburger and Stieltjes moment problems. Two main
questions are in foeus:

(a) How to deeide determinaney / indeterminaney? .
(b) For which'p E [l,oo[ and measures J1. E M*(lR.~ (the measures with moments

of any order) is the set of polynomials CC[Xl' ... ,Xd] dense in V(JJ)?

In contrast to dimension d = 1 where Qj[x] is dense in L2(Jl) if J1. is determinate (Riesz,
1923) it turns out that there exist determinate measures J.l E M*(IR; when d> 1 such
that ([;[Xl' ... ,Xd] is not dense in L2(p.).

There are now several examples calculated in the indeterminate case, i.e. the entire
functions A, B, C, D and extremal measures are known explicitly. This is true for the
case of the q-l-Hermite polynomials as weH as rate birth and death polynomials (Berg,
Valent, 1994).

Pb. BIANE:
Noncommutative Brownian motion and Borel process

Let At and At be the annihilation and creation process on the Fock spaee (cf. the
book by K.R. Parthasarathy Quantum Stochastic Calculus). We study the noncommuta
tive stochastic process AtAt and prove that it is a dilation of a commutative semigrOu1_
on aspace which is the Gelfand spectrum of the Gelfand pair (G(l) x llI, U{l)) when III
is the Heisenberg group and U(1) is the unitary group. It turns out that this stochastic
process can be expressed in terms of branching processes, and has a very interesting
structure.

M.S. BINGHAM:
Central limit theorems on locally compact abelian groups

The purpose of the talk was to review the dcvelopluent of central limit theory for
rcUluom variables with values in locally cOlnpact abelia.n grollps, from its beginning up
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to the present time. Thc classic theory can he found in the nlonograph of Gnedenko and
I\olmogorov (1960), the generalization-of the thcory for locally compact second count
ahle abelian groups is contained in Parthasarathy, Rango Raa and Varadhan (1963),
rriuch of it is reproduccrl in Parthasarathy (1967).

Byczkowski (1D67) proved an invariance principle in which the limit process is a
group-valued \Viener process, and Heyer (1977) reproved many of the results without
assuming second countability.

In the meantime martingale centrallimit theory was being developed for real-val~ed

randorn variables and the monograph of Hall and Heyde appeared on this topic in 1980.
Subsequently, a number of martingale-like centrallimit theorems for triangular arrays
of randorn variables with values in locally compact second countable abelian groups
were proved. The limit distribution in these can be mixtures of Gaussian distributions,
or, more generally, mixtures of infinitely divisible distributions. Here 'is also included a
function centrallimit theorem in which the limit is a mixture of Wiener measures..

W.R. BLOOM:
Negative definite functions on commutative hypergroups

Corresponding to the definitions of positive definite functions there are various ap
proches to defining negative definite functions on hypergroups. These range from the
obvious pointwise definition through to approximation via the Schoenberg duality. We
give an overview of how the various approches fit together, both on the hypergroup and
its dual. One open problem is to decide whether the following spaces are equaI:

NttK ) = {f E C(K) : f(e) ~ 0, r = 1 and Lf dv ::; 0 Vv E Mp(KX

with v ~ 0 and 1i(D.) = O}

lVs;, (K) = {f E C(K) f(e) ~ 0, f- =1 and ( f dv * v- ~ 0 \/v E Mp(K)JK
with D(n) = O}

where So = Mp(K) is the space of all finitely supported measures on K. Corresponing
questions for functions on the dual are also disussed.

Ph. BOUGEROL:
Randoni walk on the affine group: critical case

The affine group G = IR x rn: acts on the homogeneous space G/m;: = nt by
(b, a) . x = ax + b. If 9n = (bn , an) is a sequence of i.i.d. random elements of G then
.Y-~ =gn" .glX is a Markov chain on lRd given by .X-~+l = an+lX: + bn+1, nEIN. It
occures in many applications. By using the properties of thc randorn walk gn •.. gl 90
on G the following holds:
Theorem: If lElogal = 0, IEI log all < 00, IElog + Ibt I < 00, al I 1 the markov chian
.\~ has a unique invariant measurc m. Moreover: h~" E~= 1 f( }(:) converges almost
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surely to Jf dm for any f : IRd -+ m., continuous with compact support wh~re Mn =
maxi $k~n(-log flk .•. (11)'

Coroll~y: "* L:~=l f()(k) I~ (]' Jf dml)[1 where ..Y,..., ..\'(0, 1).

G. BUDSBAN:
Convolution products of non-identical distributions on finite semigroups

Let (J.ln) C P(S), the probability measures on S, where S is a locally compa.ct,
Hausdorff, second-countahle semigroup. Convolution products of the form

J.Lk,n = J.lk+l * ... * /-ln

are considered from three different, hut related, perspectives.-

(i) What is the semigroup of the taillimits of the products?
(ii) What are the supports of the taillimit measures?

(iii) What kind of conditions are sufficient for weak convergence of the products?

Some conditions are generated for finite groups and are applied to examples of non
homogeneous Markov chains.

T. BYCZKOWSKI:.
Zeros of the densities of inftnitely divisible measures on :R

Let J.& be an infinitely divisible prohability measure on Ire without Gaussian com
ponent and let v be its Levy measure. Suppose that J.l is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure A. The structure of the set of admissible translates of J..l

is investigated. This yields a. uni:fied presentation of previously known results. We also
show that if '\(S) > 0 then J.l. is equivalent to '\, under the.assumption that suppJ..l = :IRR,
where S = Sem[suppv]- is the closure of the sernigroup generatecl be suppv.

H. CARNAL:
Phase retrieval for probabillity measures on Abelian groups

Mass distributions J.l on JR ,m.~7ld or more generally, on an abelian group can bee
studied using physical devices which afford the observation of Ijl(y) I, P. being tbe Fourier
transform (or characteristic function) of J.l on the dual group G.

The problem is then to find the argument of the complex function jJ in order to
identify J.1.. This is only possible up to a translation J.l -+ J.l * 0% or a central symmetry
J.l(A) -+ J7(A) =",( -A). We call J.l and v ~qivalent if IPI == lvi on Gand say that J.l has
a trivial equivalence class if 1I ,..., J.L ..;:> v = J.l * Ox or v = J7 * ox.

Examples of measures with trivial cquivalence class are given by normal distributions
on m.d (using Levy Cramer's theorem) or uniform distributions on products of intervals
11 x 12 X ••• X Id (the proof uses Plancherel's theorem and Schwartz's inequality). On
compact groups like 'TI' = JR/'ll or 'lln = 'll/n'll, there exist intervals with non-trivial
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equivalence cla.ss. naInely those with Ha.ar measure > 1/2. On thc opposite. intervals
covering at most half of thc ~roup havc trivial equivalencc dasses.

In same special cases (e.g. on groups like ~), the direct proJuct ur lllca.surf'S wirh
trivia! cquivalf"llCC c:lass has again thc same property.

w.c. CONNETT:
Measure algebras with positive convolutions

\Ve are concerned \vith the case H C lFi , and we have an algebracally complcte
family of real polynomials which have a proauct formula~ i.e. for euch s, t E Hexist J-l.ff;r

such that Pn(s)Pn(t) = Jpn dJ.l~.r. \Ve give three exampies of families of polynomials
that have a bounded. positive product formula with a.n identity: .Jacoby, Generalized
Chebychev and continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials. In all three cases we obt~in a
Banach algebra on H, hut onIy in the Jacoby case do we obtain a hypergroup. This leads
a number of theorems that give sufficient conditions for a product fOrnlula to hecome
a hypergroup, and these classifications allow us to weaken the theorem \ve. reported in
1990, for that if (H, *) is a hypergroup \vith polynomial characters. then this'characters
must be the Jacobi polynomials. First version: H = [-1,1], second versiC?~,: H is a
compact set with e an accumulation point with some technical control on the sup:port~

third version: H is infinite and compact or the Pn{x) are orthogonal with respect to a
measure J-l, sUPP(J.L) C H. This is joint work with A. Schwartz.

D.P. DOKKEN:
Probability measures on groups, compactiftcations and limit theorems

In probability and dynamical systems theory, one is often interested in the asymptotic
behaviour of a sequence or net of elements from a group. In probability theory given
a measure on a group one might ask, in the associated random walk, which sequences
converge to points in the group. For those which don't we cotild perhaps attach iimit
points at infinity so sequences would in some sense converge. Another approach (thc one
adopted here), motivated by problems in topological dynamies and ergodie theory, is to
compactify the group initially. This is done so that the points in the compactification
inherit same of the groups structure. For example, there will be a semi-group structure
on the compactification. We make statements about the limits of the matrix coefficients
as the nets of the group go to infinity. It will be also be shown how certain results
in probability theory can be stated in terms of these com"pactifications. This work
is motivated by attempts to prove a certain of A. Raugi 's boundary theory res!11ts.
Ultimately we would like to prove certain results of his using properties and structure
of these compactifications.

S.N. EVANS:
Local fteld Brownian motion and stochastic analysis

We define a natural notion of Gaussian measures Oll a Banach space over the p-adic
numbers. We then clefine a corresponding notion or Brownian motion indexed by a p

adic vector space and taking values in another p-adic vector space. The potential theory
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of such a process is dcveloped. In certain cases loeal time exist, and~ we investigate
its properti(~s. Finally, wc define an appropriate notion of white noise and multiple
stochastic integral, and develop a Wiener chaos expansion for functionals of tbe white
nOlse.

Ph. FEINSILVER:
A probability distribution associated to the Euclidean group

Consider E 2 , the Euclidean group in two dimensions. Using a complex form, one
constructs a Hilbert space so that every element of the Lie algebra is self-adjoint. A
basis is fouod in terms of Bessel functions Jm , m E 'll. A distribution on 7Z is faund such
that for t > O. P(X1 = m) = Jm (t)2. Two limit theorems are given: One to invers_
eosine, the second to Ainy-function squared. Applieations are indieated to eleetronie
music and to quantum meehanics on a lattice with uniform electric field.

J. GLOVER:
Inversions ~nd re!lecting Brownian motion

For a elass ·of domains E C IR , ·we construct a function 4- and a time charge (Jt

of two-dimensional Brownian motion bt such that C)(b(gt}) is a Brownian motion with
normal renection at the boundary of E. The construction is based on a study of the
noneommutative group generated by a finite or infinite colleetion of inversions in the
plane. The talk is based on work done with Murali Rao. .

P. GLOWACKI:
Pseudodifferential operators with negative definite symbols

Let F be a Cco real negative definite function on lRn x IRn. If

a) F(w) -+ 00, as Iwl -7 00,

b) 18aF(w)l::; Ca, lai> 0,
e) lV'wF(w)1 ~ C > 0 for large A > 0,

then the operator

is selfadjoint, positive, has discrete spectrum, and the following Weyl formula holds

für lar~c ,\ > 0, where N A (.-\) is equal to the number of thc eigenvalues of A less than
or equal to A. .
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P. GRACZYK:
Central limit theorems on symmetrie spaces

Let .\ = G/I{ be a Riemanian symmetrie space with G~sp.misimple finite center.
non-conpact anJ I{ a maximal c:ompact subgroup of G. In this ta.lk wc consider [\.
invariant probability measures on .\ and we present some centrallimit theorem for such
measures.

\Ve presented in the talk a certain kind of limit theorems where one studies the
asymptotie behaviour of p*m comparing it with the asymptotic behaviour of il*m \vhere
il is a Gaussian measure on ~y. with same mean and covariance a.s j.J. Results of this
kind \vere initiated by Tutubalin (1961-63), and developed by \iirtser, TIougero!. Raugi
and Guivarc'h who proved in 1985 some completely general theorems cf this kino.\Ve
show how to prove such results when _\ is complex or of rank 1 by methods of spherical
Fourier analysis. Some interesting analytic results eoncernin:g the Abel transforrn and
spherical functions have been proved at this oeeasion.

w. HAZOD:
Limit theorems ror products of a random number of group valued random
variables :-

1. Let G be a simply conneeted nilpotent Lie group~ let (.'ink )n,k>l be an array of
G-valued random variables, such that for all n (Xn,k)k~l are i.i.d., ...Yn~ = e, )(nk(P) =

lIn . Let S~) = X nO ." X nm be the random walk (for any row). Further more let
N n :°0 -t Zl+ be discrete random variables (random tirnes). We assume (Xnm ,lVn ) to
be independent. Put Zn := S};) = ~n Xnk. Let {n = lVn(P) = B PnkCk~ Then the
distribution of Zn is given by lI~n := E: PnkV~.

2. Let Yi be a Levy proeess, such that Y;(P) = J1.t, t ~ 0, is a continuous convolution
semigroup. Let T : n -t m... be a random variable, independent of (Yi, t ~. 0). Put
Z := YT, then the distribution of Z is given by jJq := 10

00
Pt dg(t) where ~ = T(P).

The subordination maps ~ ~ pg have "niee properties" which allows to prove a
generalized
Transfer theorem: Let lIn " E M1(G), kn t 00 and assume a deterministic limit v!.knt) --t

Pt, t ;::: O. Let TI/k n : x H- -f-x, and assume TI/"n (~n) --t !l E MI (lF4). Then a random
limit theorem v~n --t J.lQ holds.

Moreover an inverse transfer theorem can be proved, which allows for simply COD

nected nilpotent Lie groups to study the coneepts of geometrie eonvolution, geometrie
divisibility, geometrie stability ete.

Furth~rmore,using two important results of E. Siebert, it can be shown that in this
situation limit theorems for groups hold iff the eorresponding theorems hold for the
tangent space.
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G. HÖGNÄS:
A mixed random walk on nonnegative Inatrices

Consider a. senligroup S of rl x d nonnegative matrices, generated b a probability
measurc /L. A::;slunc that thc convolution sequence (J.ln )nElN is tight. The Cesaxo mean
1V - limn~oo ~ L;=l/.L k := ß always exists and is supported by the completely simple
kernel consisting of all matrices of minimal rank in S.

Let 4\'1, .\2, ... be a sequence of j.t-distributed random variables. \Vhile the left and
\vrite random walks in S in general do not have unique invariant (stationary) probability
measures (ß is always one) a" randomized \valk, called mixed random walk may be better
behaved. The nlixed random walk is defined hy Sn = Sn-l""-Y"n with probability Q,

Sn = )(nSn-l \vith probability 1 - a, the choice of left and right being independent of
the previous 4\'"'8 and 5'5. Under some algebraic conditions on Sand J.L \ve prove that •
the mixed random \valk Sn indeed has ß as its only invaria.Il:t probability measure. In
this case we also 'obtain a law of large numbers

'~
I

f E Co(S), a.s.

.Z.J. JUREK:
A filtration of the class ID of all inftnitely divisible distributions

The convolution semigroup ID of aU infinitely divisible measures (on a Banach space)
is divided ioto subsemigroups Up, ß ~ -2, io such a way that for -2 $ ßl $ 0 $ ß2 $
ß3 $ ... ·we get

{Gaussian} =U-2~ Ußl ~ Uo·= L ~ Up2 ~ UPl <; U1 ~ Up3 ~ ... <; ID, and

ID = UpUß (closure in weak topology).

In the above inclusions we marked the class L = Uo which coincides with the Levy class
of selfdecomposable measures, the class U-2 of all Gaussian measures and the class U1

of s-selfdecomposable measures. .
The classes UfJ are defined as classes of limiting distributions of the following se-e

quences

where ~js are independent Levy processes evaluated at time n-/J. Further, each class
Uß' \vith ß > -2, is characterized via random integrals (\vith respect to some Levy
processes ) that induce random integral mappings behveen corresponding semigroups of
lneasures. Aigebraic and topological propcrties are then studied.
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V.A. KAIMANOVICH:
The Poisson boundery of polycyclic groups

Let G bc a grOllp and p. a probability measure on it. A fUllctioll f on G is JI.

harmonie if fJ..l. =A f. There exists a measure G-spaee (r, v) sueh that the Poisson
formula I(g) =< f,gv > is an isometry of the spaee of boundcd J.l-harmonie functions
and LOO(r, v). This spaee is unique and is called the Poisson boudery of (Q,p.). The talk
is devoted to a description of the Poisson boundery in terms of the interna! structure
of polycyelie groups. Roughly speaking, these are semidirect products A. XlV, where
A is abelian and lt! nilpotent. It turns out, that if the measure J1. has a finite first
moment then the Poisson boundery coincides with the contracting subgroup .\r_ C ..\t'.
The proof is uased on considering the behavior of the random waik with respect (0

the neutral subgroup JVo C .,V
I

and a general geometrie strip criterion obtained as an
application of the entropy theory. The same idea applies to Lie solvable groups (to the
affine group ~'ax + b" of the realline ...\[_ coincides with the real line in rhe contracting
case flog a(g) dp.(g) < 0 and is trivial other,vise.

Yu.S. KHOKHLOV:
Stable distributions and their generalizations: Structure and limit theorems

Let ~Y'I, ..Y'2, ... be real i.i.d. random variables. Consider Sn = ·Y'l + ... + .Yn and
S; = ..4;;1 (Sn) -+- Bn where An > 0, En E IRl

.

If JJ is an accumulation point of the sequenee {L:(S~)} then J-I. is a semistable distri
bution and L:(X1 ) is in the domain 01 semi3table attraction 01 J-l. In this case we write
11 = L:(Xt ) E VSOA(J.').

Krapov showed that JJ is serriistable iff JJ is Gaussian, or JJ has DO Gaussian component
and its' spectral function is of the form

where Cl and C2 are periodic with common period.
Let {an} be an inereasing sequence of positive numbers and consider X n = X • an.

Theorem: 11 E VSOA(J-l), where JJ has spherical function H as above iff

(1) F( -Xn) = X~oL(xn)[Ct(lnX) + h1(x, n)],
(2) 1 - F(xn ) = x;oL(xn )[c2(lnx) + h2 (x, n)] where L i~ a slowly varying funetioD

and limn~oohi(x,n)="0.

We consider also a law of iterated logarithm of Chover's type and generalizations
of these 'results in the ease of Hf , simply eonnected nilpotent Lie groups and other
si tuations.

R. LASSER:
Modifted moment problem carried by a compact intervall

In order to investigate the eovarianee strueture of stoehastic processes (Xn )nEIN~ we
study the following modified moment problem:
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Let (Pn(X))nElN o be Cl. scquence of polynomials with real coefficents with degree (Pn ) =
n, Po(x) = 1. Denotc

. n+m

. PnPm = L g(n,m,k)Pk

k=O

and define for any sequence (Cn)n of complex numbers

n+m

cn,m = L g(n,m,k)ck'
k=O

\Ve say (cn)n is Pn-positive definite if l:~j=o Aj/\jCi,j ~ 0 for all n E !No and '\0, ... ,AN.
E lR. Further denotc .

and

Theorem: The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) Cn = J~l Pn(x) dj.L(x) for /-l E M+([-I, 1]),
(b) (cn)n, (C~l)jn, (C~-l»)n, (C~2»)n are Pn-positiv~definite.

G."LETAC:
Wishart distributions on symmetrie cones

Let E be a Euclidean Jordan algebra, let E+ be the symmetrie cone ofsquare elements
of E which are invertible and let F be the natural exponential family on E generated
by the Lebesgue measure on E+. The Wishart distributions on E+ are the powers Fp
of the elements of F. The variance function of the natural exponential family Fp is the
quadratic application m Ho ilP(m) of the Jordan algebra E, restricted to the domain
of the means MFp = E+. We denote by G the connected component containing the.
identity of the group of automorphisms of E+.

A division algorithm is a map E+ -+ G, x t-+- q(x) such that q(x)(x) = e, where e ia
the neutral element of E. We prove the following analogue of a famous characterization
of the Gamma distribution given by Lukacs: Given two independent random variables
~Y and Y in E+ such that X + Y E E+, and given a divison algorithm q, then we
have: Z = q(X + Y)(X) and (X + Y) are independent and the law of Z is invariant by
Gn<D(E) if and only if ~Y and Y are Wishart distributed with the same scale paramater.
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M. McCRUDDEN:
Siebert's Gaussian semigroup on the affine group

On the connected affine group

G={(~ ~) : ß>O'OEnt}

\ve consider the Gaussian semigroup (pd \vhose infinitesimal generator is _Y +y2 ~ w~lere

X = (~ ~) and Y = (~ ~ ). Eberhard Siebert stndied this semigronp in his second

paper Abs. cOl1ii1~'lLity, :>ingularity und .;up]Jort~ 0/ Ga11ss se:m.igionps ()Tl (L Lie grO'lL!J

(ivlonat. :\'lath. 1!J82). \Ve report the resuit of D. Kelly-Lyr.ll. übr.ained in his doc~oral

thesis (University of ylanchester 1D93) that the densities jt for the Siebert semigroup
above are giyen by

(} 2: o.

where K w is the adopted Bessel function of the third kind.

D. NEUENSCHWANDER:
Brownian motion and robust limit theorems on the Heisenberg group

Let {J.lt}t>o be a continuous convolution semigroup on the Heisenberg group ll! which
is (not neces;arily shiftly) stable in the sense ofHazod with respect to the one-parameter
automorphism group {tA}t>o Assume {Xk}k>t are i.i.d. IH-valued random vari~bles

which liein the domain of attraction of {Jlt}t~~with norming sequence {(t~ ,.Xn)}n'~l C
Aut(IR) x IH. Then a suitable intermediate trimming procedure as suggested by K~elbs,

Ledoux for Banach spaces yields that the trimmed products of the Xk, after suitable
renorming, converge to a nun-trivial Gaussian limit. For light trimming (i.e. a fixed
number of the most extreme observations is deleted) the limit can be discribed by some
generalized Levy construction of first kind.

Finally we introduce the following: For X, Y i.i.d. lH-va1ued random variables, .c(X)
is called a Gauss measures in the sense 01 Bernstein if( ...Y ·Y, Y ·X) and (X·( -Y), (-Y)·
X) are independent. Disapointingly enough, this definition yields, of all Gaussian mea
sures on nI, onIy uninteresting ones from the point of view of the group structure (i.e.
concentr.ated on a 2-dimensional subspace of rn: containing the center of nI).

N.OBATA:
Integral kernel operators on Fock space and applieations to harmonie
analysis on Gaussian space

Let E = S(lR) C H = L 2 (ID., dt) C E· = S'(lR~ and let J1. be the Gaussian measurc
on E· of which characteristic function is e -lll~/. The probability space (E·, J1.) is
callcd the Gaussian space and is an infinite dimensional analogue of Euclidean space
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with Lebesguc mcasurc. Let (E) C L2(E., IJ) C (E)* be the triplet of white noise test,
L 2 , and gencrali:lcd fUIlctions. The main features are:

(a) t .-t (Pt =< ., J, >E (E)·, which is called the white noise~ becomes a continuo~s
Qow.

(b) The annihilation cmd creation operators, denoted by 8t and a; respectively, are
defined for each point, and t ....-+- at , a; are continuous nows.

The integral kernel operator is a superposition of normally ordered products
a;1 ... a;,8tl ... Otm with distribution weights. Furthermore, a generalization is possible
to use operator-valued distributions. The important consequences are:

A. Fubini-type theorem garantees the iterated integration.
Expansion theorem: every operator is decomposed into an infinite serics of integral

kerneI operators. •
vVith these theorems \ve can discuss characterizations of operators by certain invari

anee properties alld applications to quantum stochastic caleulus.

G.PAP:
The accuracy of Gaussian approximations in nilpotent Lie groups

\Ve give refinements of the following version of the CLT. Let 1.1 denote a homogeneous
norm on a nilpotent Lie group G, Ot E Aut(G), t > 0, denote a semigroup of standard
dilati~n, and let IJ be a centered probability measure on G. For t > 0 we define "the
measure ol/tlJ(A) = p(OtA), where A E 8(G). Denote by JJn the n-fold convolution
of J.l. Then the condition J Ix l2 J.l(d~) < 00 implies that J.ln = ol/~P.n ~ v converge
weakly to a Gaussian measure, say v.

Under the second moment assumption a Berry-Esseen type bound is given for
Jf(x) (P,n - v)(dx) provided / : G ---+- lR is a sufficiently smooth function.

Moreover, we obtain the edgeworth expansion

Jfex) (/ln - v)(dx) = an- I
!2 + O(n- I

),

where a = Cl(G, /, J.l) depends on G, several lower order moments of jJ and derivatives
of f only. The term Cl has certain new features specific onIy for the non-commutative
case.

c. RENTZSCH:
Levy Khinchin-formula on products of some hypergroups

In the talk we considered a finite product of noncompact Sturm-Liouville hyper
groups. For this convolution structure we stated a representation of the infinitesimal
generator of a continuous convolution semigroup on a certain subset of the space of test
functions. We gave three sufficient conditions for these test functions to be contained
in the domain of the generator and hinted how those conditions can be proved in this
case.

A siInilar proof holds for the representation of the generator if there are other factors
as for example the euclidean space in the hypergronp product.
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M. RÖSLER:
Quotient hypergroup deformations and signed hypergroups

Let !( be a sccond countable, commutative hypergroup and G a dosed subgrotlp nf
]{. Besidcs the natural quotient hypergroup strllcture on [{jG, thcrc often OCCl1r fllrthcr
convolution structures on !(j Gwhich can be described as deformations of the original
convolution by so-called partial chamcters. It is shown that such adeformation of a
hermitian quotient hypergroup K /G, though being no hypergoup again ahvays carries
the structure of a signed hypergoup. .. U( )

An important class of examples is obtained from thc orbit hypergroups Hn n ~ \vhere

H n 1S t.he 7l-(~imension~ Heisenbe:-g group: utnge Bess~l~!{ing~an ~lyperg~oup of O~(~t~:
n - 1 can be Interpreten as a. quotIent of H n • :.Lud dC!Orcatlon :)y a. :~uH;"l.hlt~ :,art::u

character leads to the signed Laguerre-hypergroup 01 order n - 1 on IR~.

I. RUZSa-\.:
An arithmetic applications of measures on semigroups

A density of a set ..4 of integers is defined as

D(A) = limal,(A.), where Ctk = CL wk(a)) / (f wk(n))
aEA n=l

is a measure defined by same functions W k(n) ~ O. If the functions w 1c are homo
morphisms ioto (lR+, .), and wi(n) ~ wi+ln), then there are measures J.lk such that
0k = J.Ll * ... * J.Lk. This conoects the existence problem of D to a convergence proqlem
of convolutions. Now if I: (lN") -+ H is a homomorphism iota a commutative discrete
semigroup H and A is of the form A = 1-1 (9), gEH, then we get a convolution prob
lem for 1(J.Ll) * ... * !(P.k) at a single point g. A previous result provides convergence
if the individual factors JJ~ = !(J.ld satisfy liminf J.L~(e) > 0 for an idempotent e E H.
This is the main tool in getting the following result.

Theorem: H each Wä is a homomorphism, Wien) -+ W( n) (not necessarily monotonically)
and Wj(n) :5 W(n) far all j and N, then the density D(A) exists for any set of the form
A = /-l(g). Moreover, it depends only on W and not on the defining functions Wä.

An important special ease that falls into this cathegory is the logarithmic density. The
existence ofa logarithmic density for ideals is a classical result of Erdös and Davenport
from 1986.

L. SALOFF-COSTE:
Random walks on finite groups

Let S be asymmetrie generating set in a finite group G. Consider the probability
distribution P = r-hls (uniform on S). Ir we assume that id E 5, pn = P * ... * p

converges to Tbr (the uniform measure on C) a.s n tcnds to infinity. Let ßi be the
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cigenvalues of thc symmetrie matrice associated to P with ßo = 1 and ß =SUP{Ißili i =f:
O}. Define thc tilue to equilibrum T by

T = inf{n : II pn - I~III :s; 1/IO}.

A universal bound for T is given by

< c
T ""-i -- log IGI.

1 -,8

In ·special cxamples T can be studied precisely. For instance if G = Sn is the symmetrie
group and S is the set of all transpositions~ Diaeonis and Shashahani proved that T •
*' n log n. More recently, we gave results for nilpotent groups: If G is a finite nilpotent
iroup of class ~ .4., generated by a set S such that /SI ::; .4, then there exists c(A) >
0, C( ..4) such that

\vhen n is the diameter of the Cayley graph of (G, S).

R. SCHOTT:
Representations and probability theory

The purpose of this talk was to review the development of this field over the last
deeades and to present same new trends developed by P. Feinsilver and myself.

We first presented same results coneerning probability measures on groups whose
proof involves representation theory. The seeond part of the talk was devoted to the
eo~putation of infinite dimensional representations of locally eompact Lie groups via
operator ealculus. We presented a general technique for obtaining the matrix elements
for representations of a Lie group that arise from the representation of the corresponding
Lie algebra acting by multiplication on its enveloping algebra and quotients there of.
Examples concerning abelian groups and nilpotent groups were presented.

Using the probabilistie interpretation of Appell polynomials as systems of moments,
we have shown how to define them in the noneommutative ease. The method is based
on certain infinite-dimensional representations of loeal Lie groups. For processes, limi~
th~orems play an essential role in the eonstruction. Polynomial matrix representation.
of eonvolution semigroups are a principal feature. The corresponding Appell systems
are obtained as solutions of evolution equations. This operator ealculus approach is
well-suited for symbolie computation on Lie groups.

M. SCHÜRMANN:
Convolution semigroups in quantum stochastics

The three basie possibilitiesof forming associative dircct sums of alterning tensor
products eorrespond to three notions of independence in non-commutativeprobability
theory and to three types of Fock ,~paces on cach of which there is a non-commutative
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stochastic calculus. For two of these independenccs a stochastic calculus has already
been established in the literature. \Vhite noise on a Voiculcscu dual semig,roup with
respect to a. non-commutative independence can be realized as the solution of a non
commutative stochastic differentiaJ. equation on thc corresponding Fock space. This
generalizes thc result for tensor independence to all three types of independcnce. Thc
coefficients of the equation are given through the GNI construction for the generator of
the convolution semigroup associated with the white noise. Dual semigroup and ipde
pendence give rise to a (commutative) *-bialgebra structure on the symmetrie tensor
algebra of the vector space underlying the dual semigroup. The white noise convolu
tion semigroup is the *-bialgebra convolution exponential of the derivation given ~Y its

generator.

A..L. SCH'\VARTZ:
\Vhich hypergroups have multiveriable polynomial characters?

"Vhen n = 1, a eomplete characterization can be given. Some partial results have
been obtained for n > 1: \Vhen n = 2, and H ean be noralized to be a reetangle
or a disk, then the polynomial characters can be described explicitly. The geometrie
conditions on H can be considerably weakened. Other examples of hypergroups with
polynomial characters are given where H is a triangle or a region bounded by a parabolic
arc and aue or two line segments. This is joint \vork in part with \V.C. Connett ~d in
part with T.H. Koomwinder.

R.D~ SHAH:
Concentration functions of probability measures on Lie groups

We show that if G is a Lie goup (not nescessarily connected) and 1J. is a probability
measure on G for which the concentration functions do not converge to zeEo then the
following hold: There exist normal subgroups H and N of G(JJ), the closed subgroup
generated by the support of JJ, and x in G(p.) satisfying the following conditions: N is
nilpotent, N C Hand HIN is compact, H and x generate G(IJ), the conjugation action
of x on N is contracting and the support of p. is contained in x H.

Conversely, given subgroups H and N of G and an element x normalising H and N
for which those of the above canditions which do not involve IJ are satisfied then for
any probabiiity measure J.J with compact support contained in xH, the concentration
functio~ of JJ do not converge to zero. This is joint work with S.K. Dani.

K. TRIMECHE:
Inversion of the spherical mean operator and it's dual using generalized
wavelets

In this work we define and study gcneralized wavelets and generalized continuous
wavelet transform associated with the spherical mean operator R. Next using the oper
ator R and it's dual t R, we give relations between this generalized continuous wavelet
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t.rnnsform und the classical continuous wavelet transform on [0, +oo[ x rn.n , and we de
dllCC new p.xpressions of the inverse operators of R and tR using gencralized wavel~ts.

M. VOlT:
Two limit theorems for series of homogeneous spaces

Diaconis et al. proved the following- convergence result to the uniform distribu
tion UN on the hypercube 'llf: If j.l is the law of the nearest neighbour random
walk (){,N),'?O on 'llf, and if c E IR and K = K(n, c) := [tN(ln N + c)), then
1IJ.l(k)- ~N II rv erf( e-c"I~//J.. (*). vVe reprove this result by shifting. it to the associ"
ated orbIt hypcrgroup (712 )SN ~ {O~ 1, ... lV}. vVe then find measurcs VN,I E ~lIl (71~ )
with 1IJ..L(k)- vN,dl = O(1/1V) and ]11/:\",- UNII =.erf(e-c / 2 /Jij. This yelds (*) as weIl •
as a central linlit theorem for IXkuv,c) I for IV -;. 00.

The second part of the talk was devoted to a continuous analogue of this CLT. For
d E N~ consider

Sd ~ SO(d+ 1)/SO(d) --+ [-1,1] ~ SO(d+ l)//SO(d)

;; t-+ cos L(z, zg), Zo E Sd the north pole.

Th~n the random walks (Xt)k'2:0 on Sd starting at Zo and \vith cos L{Xt+1t X:) = r(d)
for all k ~ 0 have the following property:
Theorem: If r(d) --+ 1 and (1 - r(d))k(d) - (Ind)/2 --+ c for some c E RU {oo}, then

va cos L(zo, Xt(d») ~ N(e- C
, 1) for d --+ 00 (N(e- C

, 1) being the normal distribution).

A. WERON:
MiSra-Prigogine-Courbage semigroups in statistical physics

The aim of this talk was to discuss a stochastic reformulation of the Prigogine theory
of irreversibility for classical and quantum systems. The basic question: What types
of unitary groups Ut can be intertwined with markov semigroups Mt, t ~ 0, through
nonunitary transformation A in the sense that -

t ~ 0 ?

We demonstrate that the action of the MPC-semigroup Mt is highly delOcaliZinge
(Z. Suchanecki, I. Antoniou and S. Tasaki, J. Stat. Phys. 15 (1994) 919-928). We
illustrated this by some computer experiments showing the action of Mt for the baker
transformation B(t, s) on [0, 1]2.

N.J. WILDBERGER:
Hypergroups and representation theory of Lie groups

'vVc revie\ved some basic material on the representation theory of a compact Lie
group, anti introduced the hypergroups j{(G) of conjugacy classes, K(Q : G) of adjoint
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orbits, 1{({;+ : C) ofcoadjoint orbits and I\(G) of representations. \Ve then showctl
how a Wmpping Map 4> from the distributions of 9 to the distributions of G. which
satisfies the fundamenta.l identity <p{J.l *v) = (I»(J-l) *4>( v} far distributions Il. v of compact
support on 9, anti thc convolution bping on 9 and G respectivcly~ can be user! to redo
the representation theory of G, and leads both to the classification of G by co-adjoint
orbits and the Kirillov theory. This work is joint \vith A.H. Doolcy.

We described explicitly the structure of the hypergroup K(9 : C) in terms of
piece\vise-polynomial measures. This motivates the definition of a. convez hypergroup.
This is joint with J. Rapka and A.D. Dooley.

.~ possible extension of the program is sketched for the Heisenberg group. where a
non-Hausuorrr hypp.rgroup is defined using a theory of rneal1:-i uf aiIno~ periodoc ~·tr.nc·e tions. The case of general nilpotent group; will require more ,;ophistic:u"d mcthoJs.

G.A. \VILLIS:
Totally discOlleeted groups and concentration functions

Let J.1. be a probability measure on a locally compact group G with co~~esponding
sequence of concentration functions (!n)nEJN. It was conjectured by K.H. Hofmanp and
A.. Mukherjea that, if the closed. semigroup generated by supp Cu) is equal to G ~ then

lim fn(K) = 0 for each compact subset K of G.
n-+oo

They reduced this conjecture to a question about the structure of totally disconnected,
locally compact groups.

This question stimulated the development of a structure theory (as yet incomplet)
for totaly disconnected groups. The principal feature of this structure theory is the
scale function s : G -+ 7l+ which may be shown to exist on each totally disconnected
group G.

The scale function and related strutures in C may be used to prove the c.onjecture of
Hofmann and Mukherjea and also to prove other structure theorems for totally discon
nected groups, for example, it may be shown that, if G is compactly generated, nilpotent
ant totally disconnected, then G is the extension of a discrete group by a compact one.

w. WOESS:
Random walles on the affine group of homogeneous trees and loeal ßelds

Let 'E = Tq be the homogeneous. tree of degree q + 1. Choose and fix a boundary
point w of T. Tbe affine group of T is

AFF(T) = {il E AUT(T) : ilw =w}

(here, AUT(T) is the isometry group of T. Its action extends naturally to the boundary
M.) AFF(T) acts transitivelyon T, it is amenable and non-unimodular. Ir q = p,
a prime, then the affine group over Qp cmbeds naturally into AFF(T). We study
random walks Rn = Xl' . ...-rn and Ln = ~\n' .. J~l (right alld left), where the ~Yn
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are i.i.d. AFF{T)-valucd. The results obtained concern convergence to the houndary,
law of largc numbers, ccntral liInit theorem, Dirichlet problem and Poisson boundary.
These apply, in pa.rticular, to products of random affine transformations over Qp and
to AFF(T)-invariant rundom walks on T. The spirit is that of studying Rn and Ln
in terms of thcir action on T . [This would correspond to studying random walks on
A.FFo(lR) in· terms of their action on the hyperbolic upper half plane.)

This is joint work with D.I. Cartwright and V.A. Kaimanovieh, to appear in Ann.
lnst. Fourier.

Hnl. ZEUNER:
Domai1l5 of attraction on one-dinlensional hypergroups of polynomial growth.-

Let (IR, *) be a Sturm-Liouville hypergroup and let A., the Lebesgue density of the
Haar measure. satisfy

.4'(x) A'(x)
A(x) "), 0, x ..4(x) -+ 20: + 1 as x -+ 00.

Then we say that a probability v is in the domain of attraction VOA.(Jl) of a measure

J1. =F co if for the random \valk Sn with PSn = v·nwe have cnSn ~ 1J. for some en > O.
lt is shown that :

• if 1-F.v is regulary varying at 0 with index K. E]O,2] then v E VOA.(J-l) for the
J,l E M 1(1R+) with Hankel transform ;FaJJ(A) = Jia(AX) djj(x) = exp( _Ak

),

• if v E VOA.(JJ.) then 1 - F.v is regularly varying,
• if K. E]O, 2[ and the tail probability v[x, oc[ is regularly varying at 00 with index

-K. then 1 - F.v is regularly varying ().t 0,
• for K. = 1/2, v E VONA.(Ua) iff Jx2 dv{x) < 00; where flo is the Rayleigh

distribution,
• for K. E]O, 2[' limx -+oo x"'v[x, 00[> °and < 00 implies v E VOAfA.(J,l) with jJ. as

above.

Berichterstatter: C. Rentzsch
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